Introduction

The DNP degree emerged as a response to the need for educational parity of advanced practice registered nurses (APRNs) with other health professions and the belief that leadership by DNP prepared APRNs will improve the healthcare system, improve quality, accountability and access to care, and lower health care costs.

Evolution of DNP Programs

• 2001 University of Kentucky’s College of Nursing opened the first DNP program
• 241 DNP programs currently
• 69 programs in the planning stages
• DNP enrollment increased from 11,575 to 14,699

Objectives:

1. To identify how the DNP NPs are being utilized to meet healthcare needs in NC.
2. Are DNP NPs being utilized to the fullest extent of their education?
3. Are DNP NPs being utilized to the fullest extent in their clinical area of expertise?
4. How is the DNP NP working to improve patient outcomes?

Purpose

To describe DNP prepared NPs practicing in NC, to delineate changes in their roles and responsibilities, and to highlight practice leadership and clinical scholarship.

Demographics

N=454 NPs in NC and n=47 with a DNP degree

Methods

Descriptive quantitative design to collect data from DNP NPs practicing in NC using a self-developed tool sent electronically via Survey Monkey. The IRB of Georgia Southern University approved this study.

Survey Tool included questions related to:

• Demographics
• DNP Position
• Competencies (Essentials)
• Practice Barriers
• Advancing DNP NPs in the healthcare system
• Program of study
• Academia
• Moving the profession forward

Limitations

• Small sample size
• Conveniences sample
• Survey conducted with NPs licensed in NC only
• Survey questions directed towards DNP prepared NPs only did not include other APRNs
• Newly constructed tool: improved data collection if limits set to answer all questions

Discussion and Recommendations

• Using the 8 AACN Essentials daily
• Initiating and evaluating patient outcomes in practice
• Barriers to practice and full autonomy remain issues: collaborative agreements with physicians, lack of knowledge regarding the DNP role, and lack of administrative support
• Clinical practice not included as part of tenure approval
• RAND study: collaborate with fellow colleagues to conduct outcome studies to better understand the impact of DNP graduates on patient care nationwide and provide data to healthcare organizations to better understand added competencies and capabilities of DNP educated APRNs
• Significant implications for practice, policy, academia, and research
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